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Presentation Overview

• Anti-Kickback Statute
• Stark Act
• False Claims Act
• Compliance Guidance for Organizations
• Recent settlements and cases
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID FRAUD AND ABUSE LAW
(“ANTI-KICKBACK STATUTE”)
42 U.S.C. 1320a-7b

• Under the Anti-kickback Statute, it is illegal to knowingly or willfully:
  ➢ offer, pay, solicit, or receive remuneration;
  ➢ directly or indirectly;
  ➢ in cash or in kind;
  ➢ in exchange for;
    • referring an individual; or
    • furnishing or arranging for a good or service; and
  ➢ for which payment may be made under Medicare or Medicaid.

PENALTY

Fined
not more than $25,000 or
imprisoned for not more
than five (5) years
or both
1985 - TESTING SCOPE OF CONDUCT PROHIBITED BY ANTI-KICKBACK STATUTE

UNITED STATES V. GREBER
THE “ONE PURPOSE” RULE

If one purpose of the remuneration is to induce referrals, the statute is violated, even if the payment was also intended to compensate for professional services.

WHAT IS REMUNERATION?

• Extremely Broad Scope, whether in cash or in kind, and whether made directly or indirectly, including:
  ➢ Kickbacks;
  ➢ Bribes;
  ➢ Rebates;
  ➢ Gifts;
  ➢ Above or below market rent or lease payments;
  ➢ Discounts;
  ➢ Furnishing of supplies, services or equipment either free, above or below market;
  ➢ Above or below market credit arrangements; and
  ➢ Waivers of payments due.
SAFE HARBOR PROVISIONS
42 C.F.R. 1001

• If entity/person satisfies requirements of one or more of the following safe harbor provisions, otherwise suspect payment practices are NOT subject to criminal prosecution –

- Investment interests for publicly traded companies and smaller entities;
- Space and equipment rental agreements;
- Personal services and management contracts;
- Sale of a medical practice;
- Employees;
- Group purchasing organizations and Discounts;
- Waiver of beneficiary co-insurance and deductible amounts;
- Warranties; and
- Health Plan/Managed care.

SAFE HARBOR PROVISIONS
42 C.F.R. 1001

• Investments in Ambulatory Surgical Centers (ASCs)
• Joint Ventures in Underserved Areas
• Practitioner Recruitment in Underserved Areas
• Sales of Physician Practices to Hospitals in Underserved Areas
• Subsidies for Obstetrical Malpractice Insurance in Underserved Areas
• Investments in Group Practices
• Specialty Referral Arrangements Between Providers
• Cooperative Hospital Services Organization
SAFE HARBOR EXAMPLE: PERSONAL SERVICES AND MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS

- Written agreement signed by parties.
- Term of at least one year.
- Agreement must specify aggregate payment and such payment must be set in advance.
- Compensation must be reasonable, fair market value and determined through arm’s length negotiations.
- Must set exact services required to be performed.
- Compensation must not be determined in manner that takes into account volume or value of referrals.
- All arrangements must be in ONE contract. Cannot have multiple overlapping contracts to circumvent the one-year rule.
- The arrangement must serve a commercially reasonable business purpose.

PERSONAL SERVICES AND MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS

If Agreement does not contemplate full-time services, it must also specify:

- The exact schedule of intervals;
- Their precise length; and
- The exact charge for such intervals.
Stark Act
42 U.S.C. 1395nn

• The Stark II Act prohibits a physician from making a **Referral**
  ➢ to an **Entity**
  ➢ for the furnishing of a **Designated Health Service**
  ➢ for which payment may be made under Medicare or Medicaid
  ➢ if the physician (or an immediate family member)
  ➢ has a **Financial Relationship** with the entity

Proof of Intent Is *Not* Required
Penalty

Denial of payment or refund; civil money penalties (up to $100,000) and exclusions from federal and state programs for improper claims or schemes

Captain Integrity™

Doctor Williams, I believe we can get around the Stark Act by contracting with your wife.

Doesn’t the Stark Act apply to family members as well?

A physician cannot refer a patient for designated health services to an entity in which they have a financial interest.

Under the Stark Act, “physician” includes family members such as Dr. Williams’ wife.
What is a Referral?

A referral includes:

- Request for an item or a service by a physician
- Request by physician for consultation with another physician, and any tests or procedures the other physician orders, performs or supervises
- Request for or establishment of plan of care that includes provision of designated health services

What is a Referral?

- A referral is not a DHS personally performed by a physician
- A referral does not include a request by:
  - Pathologists for clinical diagnostic laboratory tests and pathological examination services
  - Radiologists for diagnostic radiology services (professional and technical)
  - Radiation Oncologists for Radiation Therapy
- If the request for such additional services results from a consultation initiated by another physician
Designated Health Services

- **Designated Health Services** include:
  - Clinical laboratory services;
  - Physical therapy and occupational therapy services;
  - Radiology or other diagnostic services (including MRI, CAT scans);
  - Radiation therapy services;
  - Durable medical equipment;
  - Parental and enteral nutrients, equipment and supplies;
  - Prosthetics, orthotics and prosthetic devices;
  - Home health services;
  - Outpatient prescription drugs; and
  - Inpatient and outpatient hospital services (encompassing almost every type of medical procedure).

- **Note:** Ambulatory Surgery Centers services are **not** DHS!

What is a DHS Entity?

- Entity that **bill for DHS service**
- Entity that **performs service that is billed as DHS**
  - “Perform” is given common meaning
What Is a Financial Relationship?

- A **Financial Relationship** includes:
  - **Ownership** interests
    - Through equity, debt, compensation or other means; and
  - **Compensation** arrangements
    - Includes virtually any form of direct or indirect **remuneration** (i.e., personal service contracts, medical directorships, lease agreements, consulting arrangements, medical service provider arrangements)

What Is a Financial Relationship?

Remuneration is defined (42 CFR§ 411.351) as “any payment **or other benefit** made directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or **in kind**...”
Nature of Exceptions

If **Financial Relationship** exists with an **Entity**, and patients are being **Referred** for **Designated Health Service**, then activity must either comply with an exception or the activity is illegal.
Exceptions

• Permitted Ownership Interests:
  ➢ Publicly-traded securities
  ➢ Mutual Fund Investment
  ➢ Rural Provider (75% of DHS to Rural Residents)
  ➢ Hospitals in Puerto Rico
  ➢ Hospital Ownership (whole, not department or floor)

Exceptions

• Permitted Compensation Arrangements:
  ➢ Rental of Office Space
  ➢ Rental of Equipment
  ➢ Employment Relationships
  ➢ Personal Service Arrangement
  ➢ Physician Recruitment
  ➢ Isolated Transactions
  ➢ Services Unrelated to Provision of Designated Health Services
  ➢ Hospital-affiliated Group Practice Arrangements
  ➢ Fair Market Value Payments Made by Physicians for Items and Services (i.e., clinical laboratory services)
Exceptions

- Permitted **Compensation** Arrangements:
  - Charitable Donations by Physician
  - Non-monetary Compensation (Benefits) up to $407 Per Year
  - Fair Market Value Compensation
  - Medical Staff Incidental Benefits
  - Risk-sharing Arrangements (i.e., withholds, bonuses, risk pools)
  - Compliance Training
  - Indirect Compensation Arrangements
  - Referral Services

Exceptions

- Permitted **Compensation** Arrangements:
  - Obstetrical Malpractice Insurance Subsidies
  - Professional Courtesy
  - Retention Payments in Underserved Areas
  - Community-wide Health Information Systems
  - Electronic Prescribing Items and Services
  - Electronic Health Records Items and Services
Direct Compensation Arrangement Created in Phase III with Physicians and their Physician Organizations

• “Stand in the Shoes”
  ➢ 42 CFR 411.354 (c) (ii) - A physician is deemed to have a direct compensation arrangement with an entity furnishing DHS if the only intervening entity between the physician and the entity furnishing DHS is his or her physician organization. In such situations, for purposes of this section, the physician is deemed to stand in the shoes of the physician organization.

“Stand in the Shoes” (continued)

![Diagram showing the relationship between Physician, Physician Organization, Group, Hospital, Indirect and Direct compensations during Phase III and Pre-Phase III views.](image-url)
Personal Service Arrangement Exception
(Applies to Compensation Relationships)

- Remuneration paid under personal service arrangement is not prohibited compensation arrangement if:
  - Arrangement is set out in **writing**, signed by parties and specifies services covered by arrangement
  - Arrangement **covers all services** to be provided by physician to entity
    - This condition is met if contract:
      - References all other arrangements; or
      - References **master list** of contracts that is maintained with historical record of all arrangements
  - Term for at least **one year**

---

Personal Service Arrangement Exception
(Applies To Ownership and Compensation Relationship)

- Services are **reasonable** and **necessary**;
- Compensation to be paid over term of arrangement is set in **advance**, does not exceed **FMV**, is **reasonable** and determined through **arm’s length negotiations**, and is not determined in manner which takes into account volume or value of referrals between parties
Personal Service Arrangement Exception
(Applies To Ownership and Compensation Relationship)

Hold over month-to-month following a term of at least one year, assuming all other provisions of the exception are met, continuing on a month-to-month basis for up to 6 months as long as the terms during the hold over period are fair market value will meet the personal service arrangement exception.

The Civil False Claims Act

31 U.S.C. § 3729, the False Claims Act ("FCA") sets forth seven bases for liability. The most common ones are:

- Knowingly presenting, or causing to be presented, to the Government a false or fraudulent claim for payment

- Knowingly making, using, or causing to be made or used, a false record or statement to get a false or fraudulent claim paid
The Civil False Claims Act

- Conspiring to defraud the Government by getting a false or fraudulent claim allowed or paid

- Knowingly making, using, or causing to be made or used, a false record or statement to conceal, avoid, or decrease an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the Government

Elements of an FCA Offense

- The Defendant must:
  - Submit a claim (or cause a claim to be submitted)
  - To the Government
  - That is false or fraudulent
  - Knowing of its falsity
  - Seeking payment from the Federal treasury
  - Damages (maybe)
  - **Reverse False Claim**: Reimbursement received inappropriately and knowingly decide to keep reimbursement and do not repay or process claims
Knowing & Knowingly

- No proof or specific intent to defraud is required
- The Government need only show person:
  - Had "actual knowledge of the information"; or
  - Person acted in "deliberate ignorance" of the truth or falsity of the information; or
  - Person acted in "reckless disregard" of the truth or falsity of the information

PENALTIES

- Civil penalty from $5,500 to $11,500 per false claim
- Three times the amount of damages which the Government sustained (meaning 3x reimbursement received).
Qui Tam Actions & Government Intervention

- A private person ("Relator") may bring a False Claim Act action under the *qui tam* provisions of the FCA – The Whistleblower
- Government may intervene in a suit brought by Relator
- Relationship between Relator and Government
  - Collaborators in recovery of money

Health Care Reform and False Claims Act Amendments

- Liability for overpayments and failure to return a known overpayment within 60 days from identification (after “reasonable inquiry” – meaning *reasonable diligence* and utilization of *reasonable resources*) – return of known overpayment an affirmative and express obligation.
- Claims for payment from government contractors, grantees or other recipients if money is spent on government’s behalf or to advance a government program or interest
FCA Statistics

- If the government intervenes and obtains recovery, the Relator receives between **15% and 25% of the proceeds**
- Since 1986, of all the *qui tam* actions filed, the average yearly intervention rate has been about 25% (approximately 300-400 cases)

FCA Statistics

- Recoveries have increased (higher penalties and publicity)
- Whistleblower protection is provided to those that take lawful actions in furtherance of the *qui tam* suit, including initiation, investigation, testimony for, or assistance in the action
- Separate cause of action under False Claims Act for “retaliation” against an individual engaged in “protected activity.”
Trends in Individual Liability

Historical case resolution model:

1. Corporation plea/False Claims Act settlement
2. Corporate integrity agreement with possible exclusion of an irrelevant subsidiary
3. No personal liability or exclusion.

Trends in Individual Liability

• The Department of Justice in October, 2010, announced intention to pursue individuals.
• Lew Morris, from the Office of Inspector General, in February 2, 2011, Congressional testimony:
  ➢ Notes large providers may consider settlement “cost of doing business”
• Wants to “alter the cost-benefit calculus” of corporate executives who run companies that settle
• Express intention to increase individual exclusions
Trends in Individual Liability

• Synthes/Norian: October 2010 Corporate plea to felony off-label marketing/improper clinical trials
  ➢ $23.5 million settlement amount
  ➢ Divestiture required
  ➢ Corporate Integrity Agreement
  ➢ Four executives plead guilty to misdemeanor’s with jail sentences

• Stryker Biotech, LLC settlement January 30, 2012:
  ➢ Corporate misdemeanor plea with $15 million fine
  ➢ Charges still pending against Chief Executive Officer, dropped against other individuals

• Wellcare Indictment:
  ➢ Indictment of five former executives of Medicaid HMO, including former CEO, CFO and GC
Trends in Individual Liability

• United States vs. Borrasi (Eleventh Cir, May 4, 2011)
  - Alleged conspiracy between physician and two executives of inpatient psychiatric hospital to compensate Dr. Borrasi and his group in exchange for increase Medicare referrals.
    - Defense was that payments were for part-time employment relationships for administrative services.
    - Testimony at trial included “false titles,” “faux job descriptions,” “false time sheets.” Physicians did not perform any of the administrative duties.
  - Criminal conviction of physician and CEO with 72 month jail sentence.

Compliance Program Recommendations

• Benefits of compliance program:
  - Establish effective controls
  - Ethical environmental
  - Identify and Prevent Illegal and Unethical Conduct
  - React quickly to employees’ compliance concerns
  - Improve quality, efficiency, and consistency of patient care
  - Centralized distribution of healthcare statutes, regulations and other program directives
  - Encourage employees to report potential problems internally
  - Minimize risk under Anti-Kickback Statute and False Claims Act
Seven Elements

1) Written standard of conduct and policies and procedures
2) Designation of compliance officer and compliance committee
3) Regular and effective education and training programs
4) Creation of reporting system, including hotline
5) Audit and monitoring
6) Development of appropriate disciplinary actions to enforce standards and policies and procedures
7) Establish policies that direct prompt and proper response to detected offenses, including initiation of appropriate corrective actions

1. Written Policies and Procedures

A) Standard of Conduct
   - Articulate organizations commitment to comply with all federal, state and private insurer standards
   - Establish clear expectations for business conduct
   - Easy to understand (including Spanish, if applicable)
   - Distributed to all employees and contractors
1. Written Policies and Procedures

B) Risk Areas

- Unlawful, Unethical or Unprofessional Conduct
- Underutilization
- Falsified medical records or plans of care
- Untimely and/or forged physician certifications
- Inadequate or incomplete services rendered by the Interdisciplinary Group
- Providing incentives to actual or potential referral sources (i.e., physicians, and patients)
- Improper relinquishment of core services to others including, volunteers and privately paid professionals
- Billing for higher level of care than reasonable and necessary

B) Risk Areas (Cont.)

- Knowingly billing for inadequate or substandard care
- False dating of amendments to medical records
- Improper patient solicitation such as “patient charting”
- Improper billing through misuse of provider certification numbers
- Failure to adhere to licensing requirements and Medicare Conditions of Participation
- Failure to repay known overpayments
- Financial arrangements with referral sources (i.e., physicians)
- Real Estate
1. Written Policies and Procedures

C) Anti-Kickback Statute/Self Referral (Stark)

- All financial arrangements between organization and referral sources (physicians, hospitals and nursing homes) should be evaluated to ensure that all payments made are fair market value and not intended to induce referrals.

- Organization should not offer gifts, free services or other incentives to patients and other referral sources for the purpose of inducing referrals (gifts to beneficiaries that are valued $10 or less per gift not to exceed $50 annually should be acceptable). OIG Special Advisory Bulletin, Offering Gifts and Other Inducements to Beneficiaries, August 2002.

(Cont.)

- Establish approval process for all financial arrangements with referral sources.

- Non-Monetary Compensation ($407 annually [CY 2018])

- Medical Staff Incidental Benefits ($34 per benefit [CY 2018])
1. Written Policies and Procedures

D) Retention of Records

- The organization’s providers must retain, in compliance with all laws:
  - Medical records
  - Records necessary to protect the integrity of the organization’s compliance process and the effectiveness of the Compliance Program
2. Compliance Officer Compliance Committee

A. Compliance Officer

- The **Compliance Officer** should be a “high level official in the organization with direct access to the organization’s President or CEO, governing body, all of the senior management, and legal counsel.”

  - Oversees and monitors the Compliance Program
  - Reports regularly to the governing body, CEO, and Compliance Committee on compliance initiatives
  - Periodically revises the Compliance Program
  - Oversees training and performance evaluation as it relates to compliance.
2. Compliance Officer Compliance Committee

A. Compliance Officer (Cont.)

- Requires Organization’s Compliance Program to be followed by independent contractors and agents (i.e., physicians)
- Ensures that the organization does not engage a debarred/excluded provider or permit a debarred/excluded provider to provide services to patients
- Oversees the internal auditing and monitoring activities
- Able to investigate and act on reported compliance issues (including unfettered access to records and ceasing billing if facts warrant)
- Evaluate whether Compliance Officer can have multiple roles – Based on size of organization

B. Compliance Committee

- Compliance Committee should assist the Compliance Officer in the development and implementation of the Compliance Program. Members may include CEO, COO, CFO, HR, Director of Nursing, Billing Director, etc.
- Consider a Revenue Compliance Committee
3. Effective Training and Education

- Employees, board members, and contractors should be educated regarding:
  - Compliance program generally
  - Job specific requirements

- Organizations, through the Compliance Committee, should establish a minimum number of hours of compliance education annually. Attendance at compliance education should be made a condition of continued employment.

- Frequent updates should occur in departments/organizations that have high employee turnover.

- Make Training Fun and Informative!
4. Effective Lines of Communication

1) Access to the Compliance Officer without **fear of retaliation**.

2) Hotline or other form of communication should be established **and promoted** so that compliance concerns can be reported **anonymously**.

3) Track all concerns, including date received, person assigned to review steps taken during review, closures recommended, date review closed/action taken, and date closure discussed with person who brought issue forward.
5. Auditing and Monitoring

- Organization should develop an annual auditing program. High risk areas should be reviewed.

- Monitoring includes periodic evaluation of safeguards implemented based upon prior audits and reviewing of high risk areas to determine if significant variations from the baseline exists.

- Auditing and monitoring activities could be conducted by either internal or external reviewers.

Disciplinary standards should be established for compliance infractions up to and including possible termination. Disciplinary guidelines should be enforced equally regardless where the employee is in the entities organizational chart.
7. Responding to Detected Offenses and Developing Corrective Action Initiatives

- **Billing Errors.** Use normal repayment channels if possible. Repayments should be made **within 60 days of determining** an overpayment exists.

- **Inappropriate Financial Inducements.** Discovered inappropriate financial inducements should be reported to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (Stark Act Anti-Referral), Department of Justice or the Office of Inspector General (Anti-Kickback Statute).

---

Compliance Effectiveness

- Organizations should periodically test the effectiveness of their Compliance Program. Outside consultants may be advisable so that review is independent and objective.

- It is ALL ABOUT THE CULTURE!
Effective Pointers

- Brand Identify Program – See “White Paper”
  See: http://captainintegrity.com/branding.php
- Actively Promote Reporting Process
- C-Suite must be enthusiastic supporters
- “Iron fist” with “velvet glove”
- Don’t be “Chicken Little”
- Control your tone and actions
- Sometimes issue can only be resolved effectively using outside resources (i.e., lawyer, consultant, auditor)
- Read industry periodicals (i.e., Report on Medicare Compliance)

Effective Pointers

- Attend educational conferences (in-person or webinars)
- Simplify issues as much as possible so people “get it”
- Back-up position with references/examples
- Review OIG Work Plan annually
- Assure people that the source of compliance problems usually stem from either i) Lack of Training/Education, or ii) Lack of Resources
- Understand the difference between i) Personal Ethics, and ii) Corporate Compliance/Ethics.
- Be operationally sensitive
- Use Compliance Committee and hold members accountable
Effective Pointers

- Work collaboratively with all Departments, especially HR and Finance
- There is no such thing as a “Risk Free” healthcare operations
- Understand that Compliance is a stressful role
- Maintain files on all internal reviews and audits
- High risk complaints/internal reviews should be heavily documented
- Watch out for your personal reputation
- Know when to use legal counsel
- Watch for Conflicts of Interests
- Test compliance safeguards
- Fair Market Value is Paramount

Recent Cases, Settlements, and Investigations
**McAllen Hospitals**

- **Allegation:**
  - Hospital group paid illegal compensation to doctors to induce referrals
  - Payments were disguised through sham contracts, including medical directorships and lease agreements

- **Settlement:**
  - $27 million
  - 5-year CIA requires:
    - Establishment of procedures for tracking and evaluating financial arrangements between health care facilities and referral sources
    - Training for employees involved with financial arrangements
    - Annual review by independent third party with compliance with the CIA

---

**Health Alliance of Greater Cincinnati/University Internal Medicine Associates**

- **Allegations:**
  - Physician group provided cardiology services for clinical trials in exchange for hospital’s referrals of patients and procedures
  - Referral arrangement led to patients being seen at the hospital or by the physician group, rather than the hospital or cardiologist of their choosing

- **Settlement:**
  - $2.6 million
Halifax Health

• Allegations:
  - Lawsuit brought by the former Director of Physician Services at Halifax Health alleges that contracts with six (6) oncologists violated the Stark law and other relevant Medicare laws.
  - Allegations that Halifax submitted 74,000 false claims to Medicare with potential damages and penalties exceeding $1 Billion.

• Settlement:
  - March 2014 – Stark Law Allegations Settled for $85 Million
  - July 2014 – Short Stay (Observation vs. Inpatient Admission) Allegations Settled for $1 Million

Halifax Health

• Arrangement:
  - Bonus pool would be equal to 15 percent operating margin for the medical oncology program. The payments to individual doctors would be based on each individual oncologist’s personally performed services.
  - Halifax argued that the arrangement met the employment exception under the Stark law since the physicians were employed.
  - Summary Judgment: The bonus was not based solely on personally performed services but also included services provided including revenue from referrals made by the oncologists for DHS.
**U.S. ex rel. Drakeford v. Tuomey Healthcare System**

**Allegation:**
- The government and relator alleged that the part-time employment agreements for roughly 19 physicians in various specialties violated the Stark Law and the Anti-Kickback Statute.

**May, 2013:**
- Jury found that Tuomey had violated both the Stark Law and the False Claims Act.
- Tuomey was required to repay $39.3 million plus interest in Medicare payments and **up to $337 million in additional penalties. Unconstitutional Penalty? No.**
- The crux of the case focused on the fair market value and commercial reasonableness of the employment contracts.
- Ultimately settled for i) $72 Million; and ii) divesting local control and joined South Carolina Palmetto Health.
**U.S. ex rel. Drakeford v. Tuomey Healthcare System**

- **Contract Analysis**
  - 10 year terms
  - Contracts included requirements of only outpatient procedures
  - Exclusive use requirement – all outpatient surgeries at Tuomey
  - Yearly salary based on previous year’s net collections
  - Bonus
    - 80% of net collections of professional fees
    - Additional 7% of productivity bonus for other factors

- Agreement not to compete – prohibited physicians from performing surgeries elsewhere within 30 miles of the hospital (during and post-two years)

- Full time benefits: Including health insurance, malpractice premiums (covered physicians for office and inpatient services), cell phones, journals, CME

---

- Cejka, a valuation firm evaluated the contracts for purposes of the fair market value requirement at inception.
  - Analysis indicated productivity levels of physician’s were between the 50th and 75th percentiles
  - Compensation level exceeded the 90th percentile
  - Evaluation did not include full time benefits

- Government expert analyzed the contracts at trial.
  - Impossible to ever make profit on these contracts
  - Full time benefits for minimal hours per week
  - Cejka showed that certain physicians, across the country, received between 49% and 63% of net collections, but Tuomey paid, on average, **131% of net collections**
  - Non-Compete Agreement locked in referrals
  - Reactive to competing ambulatory surgery center and physician groups informing Tuomey they may perform surgeries in their own offices rather than at Tuomey.
**United States ex rel. Reilly v. North Broward Hospital District, et al. - Allegations**

- One orthopedic surgeon was allegedly paid at least $1,391,184.23 in 2008 and $1,557,984.40 in 2009.

- MGMA 90\(^{th}\) percentile compensation for orthopedic surgeons in the Southern U.S. was $1,209,569 in 2008.

- After evaluating the net revenue and expenses of the practice, Broward faced a net loss of $791,630.

- However after tracking “inpatient contribution margins” and “outpatient contribution margins” this surgeon contribution margin was a profit of $867,326.

**United States ex rel. Reilly v. North Broward Hospital District, et al. - Allegations**

- The physicians’ compensation was not financially self-sustaining from professional income alone, but would be self-sustaining if one added the value of facility fees, which Broward tracked.

- The whistleblower argued that Broward’s “Contribution Margin Reports,” continually tracked referral profits and was used to “take into account the volume and value of referrals” when establishing compensation.

- The complaint also alleged that Broward pressured physicians to limit charity care, even though Broward is a public entity, and to keep referrals in-house, even when physicians believed the patient’s care needs were better served by another facility.
**United States ex rel. Reilly v. North Broward Hospital District, et al. - Allegations**

- **Follow-Up Notes:**
  - The settlement marked the largest ever reached without litigation under the Stark Law at the time.
  - Because of the settlement we don’t know DOJ’s thoughts on:
    - The propriety of compensation that, in combination with practice overhead expenses, is in excess of collections from the physician’s personally performed services.
    - But we do know that a DOJ fair market value expert has asserted in litigation that physician arrangements, even for employed physicians, for departments that “lose” money are commercially un-reasonable while conceding that there is no statutory or regulatory basis for such an assertion.
    - And the DOJ has asserted that hospitals that tolerate practice “losses” because of the value of the employed physician’s referrals to the hospital are suspect.

**Adventist Health System**

- **Compensation Exceeded Fair Market Value:**
  - Compensation formulas based on “bottom line” by incorporating Part A and Part B revenues (DHS revenues) such that compensation varied based on volume or value of referrals. For example, oncologists were paid in part with chemotherapy revenues so that the more chemotherapy drugs a physician ordered, the more the physician was paid. This resulted in a high number of physicians exceeding the 90th percentile with some making over $1 million/year.

  - **Bonus payments consisting of professional charges plus a significant portion, if not all, of the facility fee.** The facility fee was paid outside of the contract language.

  - Bonuses based on numbers of patients seen by the physician.
Adventist Health System

- Compensation Exceeded Fair Market Value:
  - Employment agreements included caps on compensation that were not enforced. One interesting example involved an oncologist whose total compensation was nearly $2 million and by contract was not to be paid in excess of the 99th percentile. Other agreements required the physician not to be paid more than certain dollar figures or no more than the 90th percentile and none were enforced.
  - The Dorsey Qui Tam complaint included an exhibit listing 167 physicians whose compensation arrangements involved alleged Stark violations, 85 of those exceeded the 90th percentile on MGMA.
  - Many physicians paid in excess of 90th percentile fell below the 50th percentile in work RVUs.

Stark/Anti-Kickback Statute

Detroit Medical Center

- Allegations:
  - Engaged in improper financial relationships with referring physicians
  - Office leases, medical director, and other agreements without written and executed agreements for the entire term ("gap arrangements")
  - FMV issues; excess "business courtesies;" signage; and advertising
  - Employed physicians E&M coding issues
Stark/Anti-Kickback Statute

Detroit Medical Center

• **Background:**
  - Resolved in record time to facilitate closing of sell of Detroit Medical Center to Vanguard Health System

• **Settlement:**
  - $30 Million
  - No admission of liability or imposition of CIA or CCA

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
(Boston)
July 2013

• BIDMC paid $5.3M to settle allegations by the federal government that it overcharged the Medicare program by admitting patients as inpatients who should have been treated as outpatients.

• BIDMC continues to defend the admissions as medically necessary and appropriate because physicians had concluded that the patients should be admitted as inpatients.
**St. Vincent Healthcare**  
(Montana)  
May 1, 2013

- ARRANGEMENTS BASED ON THE VALUE OR VOLUME OF REFERRALS
- St. Vincent Healthcare settled allegations related to physician incentive payments thought to have violated the Stark Law. St. Vincent Healthcare settled the matter for nearly $4 million.
- The OIG alleged that two facilities in Montana paid physicians incentive compensation that took into account the value or volume of their referrals by including designated health services in the formula for calculating the physician incentive payments.

---

**Imagimed LLC**  
August 2013

- False claim allegation based on lack of “direct” supervision for MRI scans performed with contrast dye.
- Additional allegations of violations of the fraud and abuse laws because the MRI center billed for services referred to it by physicians with whom it had improper financial relationships.
- Both Stark Law and Anti-kickback Statute violations were alleged.
Deming Hospital Corporation  
November 2013

- Failure to comply with CLIA standards is a violation of a condition of participation and not a violation of a condition of payment.

- False Claims Act complaint dismissed.

Intermountain Health Care  
(Utah)

- NONCOMPLIANT EMPLOYMENT CONTACTS AND LEASE ARRANGEMENTS
- In April 2013, Intermountain settled allegations regarding noncompliant compensation arrangements, employment contracts, and lease arrangements which were alleged to have violated the Stark Law.
- Intermountain settled for $25 million
- The alleged relationships included 209 physicians that were either employed or contracted with. In particular, the government alleged that employed physicians received bonuses based upon the value of their referrals. Also alleged was the improper lease arrangements with referring physicians.
- This settlement resulted from a self-disclosure to the government.
Questions